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A FEEDBACK CONTROL MECHANISM FOR BALANCING I/O- AND
MEMORY-INTENSIVE APPLICATIONS ON CLUSTERS

XIAO QIN∗ , HONG JIANG† , YIFENG ZHU† , AND DAVID R. SWANSON†
Abstra t. One ommon assumption of existing models of load balan ing is that the weights of resour es and I/O buer size
are stati ally ongured and annot be adjusted based on a dynami workload. Though the stati onguration of these parameters
performs well in a luster where the workload an be modeled and predi ted, its performan e is poor in dynami systems in whi h
the workload is unknown. In this paper, a new feedba k ontrol me hanism is proposed to improve overall performan e of a luster
with a general and pra ti al workload in luding I/O-intensive and memory-intensive load. This me hanism is also shown to be
ee tive in omplementing and enhan ing the performan e of a number of existing dynami load-balan ing s hemes. To apture
the urrent and past workload hara teristi s, the primary obje tives of the feedba k me hanism are: (1) dynami ally adjusting
the resour e weights, whi h indi ate the signi an e of the resour es, and (2) minimizing the number of page faults for memoryintensive jobs while in reasing the utilization of the I/O buers for I/O-intensive jobs by manipulating the I/O buer size. Results
from extensive tra e-driven simulation experiments show that ompared with a number of s hemes with xed resour e weights and
buer sizes, the feedba k ontrol me hanism delivers a performan e improvement in terms of the mean slowdown by up to 282%
(with an average of 125%).
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1. Introdu tion. S heduling [16, 19℄ and load balan ing [1, 10℄ te hniques in parallel and distributed
systems have been investigated to improve system performan e with respe t to throughput and/or individual
response time. S heduling s hemes assign work to ma hines to a hieve better resour e utilization, whereas
load-balan ing poli ies an migrate a newly arrived job or a running job preemptively to another ma hines if
needed.
Sin e lusters-a type of loosely oupled parallel system-have be ome widely used for s ienti and ommerial appli ations, several distributed load-balan ing s hemes in lusters have been presented in the literature,
primarily onsidering CPU [9, 10℄, memory [1, 23℄, or a ombination of CPU and memory [26, 27℄. Although
these load-balan ing poli ies have been very ee tive in in reasing the utilization of resour es in distributed
systems (and thus improving system performan e), they have ignored one type of resour e, namely disk (and
disk I/O). The impa t of disk I/O on overall system performan e is be oming signi ant as more and more
jobs with high I/O demand are running on lusters. This makes storage devi es a likely performan e bottlene k. Therefore, we believe that for any dynami load balan ing s heme to be ee tive in this new appli ation
environment, it must be made I/O-aware.
Typi al examples of I/O-intensive appli ations in lude long running simulations of time-dependent phenomena that periodi ally generate snapshots of their state [22℄, ar hiving of raw and pro essed remote sensing
data [4℄, multimedia and web-based appli ations. These appli ations share a ommon feature in that their
storage and omputational requirements are extremely high. Therefore, the high performan e of I/O-intensive
appli ations heavily depends on the ee tive usage of storage, in addition to that of CPU and memory. Compounding the performan e impa t of I/O in general, and disk I/O in parti ular, the steady widening gap between
CPU and I/O speed makes load imbalan e in I/O in reasingly more ru ial to overall system performan e. To
bridge this gap, I/O buers allo ated in the main memory have been su essfully used to redu e disk I/O osts,
thus improving the throughput of I/O systems.
This paper proposes a feedba k ontrol me hanism to dynami ally ongure resour e weights and I/O
buers in su h a way that the weights are apable of ree ting the signi an e of system resour es, and the
memory utilization is improved for I/O- and memory-intensive workload.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work in the literature is reviewed in Se tion 2. Se tion 3
des ribes system model, and Se tion 4 proposes the feedba k ontrol me hanism. Se tion 5 evaluates the
performan e of the me hanism. Finally, Se tion 6 on ludes the paper by summarizing the main ontributions
and ommenting on future dire tions of this work.
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2. Related Work. There exists a large base of ex ellent resear h related to distributed load balan ing
models, and to name just a few: sender or re eiver-initiated diusion [5, 24℄, the gradient model [6, 13, 14℄,
and the hierar hi al balan ing model Pollak [24℄. Eager et al. studied both re eiver and sender initiated
diusion, and the results of their study showed that re eiver-initiated poli ies are preferable at high system
loads if the overheads of task transfer under the two poli ies are omparable [5℄. The gradient model makes
use of a gradient proximity map of underloaded pro essors to guide the migration of tasks from overloaded to
underloaded pro essors [6, 13, 14℄. Underloaded nodes dynami ally update the gradient proximity map, whereas
overloaded nodes initiate task migrations. Pollark proposed a s alable approa h for dynami load balan ing in
large parallel and distributed systems on a multi-level ontrol hierar hy [15℄. The hierar hi al s heme a hieve
signi ant performan e gain due to the parallelism in the low level of the hierar hy and the possibility to
aggregate information in the higher level of the ontrol tree [15℄.
The issue of distributed load balan ing for CPU and memory resour es has been extensively studied and
reported in the literature. For example, Har hol-Balter et al. [9℄ proposed a CPU-based preemptive migration
poli y that was more ee tive than non-preemptive migration poli ies. Zhang et al. [27℄ fo used on load sharing
poli ies that onsider both CPU and memory servi es among the nodes of a luster. Throughout this paper, the
CPU-memory-based load balan ing poli y presented in [27℄ will be referred to as CM. The simulation results
show that the CM poli y not only improves performan e of memory-intensive jobs, but also maintains the same
load sharing quality of the CPU-based poli ies for CPU-intensive jobs [27℄.
A large body of work an be found in the literature that addresses the issue of balan ing the load of disk
systems [11, 18℄. S heuermann et al. [18℄ studied two issues in parallel disk systems, namely striping and load
balan ing, and showed their relationship to response time and throughput. Lee et al. [11℄ proposed two le
assignment algorithms that minimize the varian e of the servi e time at ea h disk, in addition to balan ing
the load a ross all disks. Sin e the problem of balan ing the utilizations a ross all disks is isomorphi to the
multipro essor s heduling problem [7℄, a greedy multipro essor-s heduling algorithm, alled LPT [8℄, an be
applied to disk load balan ing [11℄. Thus, LPT greedily assigns a pro ess to the pro essor with the lightest I/O
load [11℄. Throughout this paper, we refer to the approa hes that dire tly apply LPT to I/O load balan ing as
the IO poli y. The I/O load balan ing poli ies in these studies have been shown to be ee tive in improving
overall system performan e by fully utilizing the available hard drives.
Very re ently, three load balan ing models, whi h onsider I/O, CPU and memory resour es simultaneously,
were presented [21, 26℄. In [21℄, a dynami load-balan ing s heme, tailored for the spe i requirements of the
Question/Answer appli ation, was proposed along with a performan e analysis of the approa h. Xiao et al.
proposed ee tive load sharing strategies by minimizing both CPU idle time and the number of page faults in
lusters [26℄.
However, the load-balan ing models presented in [21, 26℄ are similar in the sense that the weights of
system resour es and buer size are stati ally ongured with a dynami al workload. In ontrast, the new
feedba k ontrol me hanism proposed in this study judi iously ongures these parameters in a ordan e with
the workload of the luster. Tra e-driven simulations show that, ompared with the CM and IO poli ies, the
proposed s heme with a feedba k ontrol me hanism signi antly enhan es the overall performan e of a luster
system under both memory-intensive and I/O-intensive workload.
Some work has been done to make use of feedba k ontrol me hanisms in operating systems and distributed
environments [12, 20℄. For example, Steere et al. proposed a s heduling s heme that dynami ally adjusts CPU
allo ation and period of threads using the feedba k of an appli ation's rates of progress with respe t to its
inputs and/or outputs [20℄. Li and Nahrstedt studied a feedba k ontrol algorithm to support end-to-end QoS
in a distributed environment [12℄. However, the feedba k ontrols of resour e weights and buer sizes have
not been addressed in these works. In ontrast, this paper has presented the experimental results that verify
the benets of the proposed feedba k ontrol me hanism for both resour e weights and buer sizes in a highly
dynami environment.
3. System Model. We onsider the issue of feedba k ontrol method to improve the performan e of load
balan ing s hemes in a luster onne ted by a high-speed network, where ea h node not only maintains its
individual job queue that holds jobs until they nish exe ution, but also per eives reasonably up-to-date global
load information by periodi ally ex hanging load status with other nodes. Jobs arrive at ea h node dynami ally
and independently, and share three main resour es, namely, CPU, main memory, and disk I/O. It is assumed
that a round-robin s heduling (time-sharing) is employed as the CPU s heduling poli y [9, 27℄, and the disk of
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ea h node is modeled as a single M/G/1 queue [11℄. Sin e jobs may be delayed be ause of waiting in queues
(to share resour es with other jobs) or being migrated to remote nodes, the slowdown imposed on a job u is
dened as below,
slowdown

(u) =

tf (u) − ta (u)
tCP U (u) + tIO (u)

(3.1)

where tf (u) and ta (u) are the nish and arrival times of the job, and tCP U (u) and timeIO (u) are the times
spent by job u on CPU and I/O, respe tively, without any resour e sharing.
In expression 3.1, the numerator orresponds to the total time the job spends running, a essing I/O,
waiting, or migrating, and the denominator orresponds to the exe ution time for job u in a dedi ated setting.
The denition of slowdown is an extension of the one used in [9, 26, 27℄, where I/O a ess time is not onsidered.
For simpli ity, we assume that all nodes are homogeneous, having identi al omputing power, memory apa ity, and disk I/O performan e hara teristi s. This simplifying assumption should not restri t the generality
of the proposed model, be ause if a luster is heterogeneous, the relative load of a given job imposed on a node
with high pro essing apability is less than that imposed on a node with low performan e. The proposed s heme
may be extended to handle heterogeneous system by in orporating a simple onversion me hanism for relative
load [16℄.
We also assume the network in our model is fully onne ted and homogenous in the sense that ommuni ation
delay between any pair of nodes is the same. This simpli ation of the network is ommonly used in many
load-balan ing models [9, 26, 27℄. Additionally, we assume that the input data of ea h job has been stored on
the lo al disk of the node to whi h the job is submitted. This assumption is onservative in nature, sin e we
ondu ted an experiment to show that, under I/O-intensive workload, the performan e of the proposed s hemes
with su h assumption is approximately 10% less ee tive than that of the s hemes without it.
For a newly arrived job u at a node i, load balan ing s hemes attempt to ship it to a remote node with the
lightest load if node i is heavily loaded, otherwise job u is admitted into node i and exe uted lo ally. To avoid
useless migration that may potentially degrade the system performan e, the load balan ing s hemes onsider
transferring a job only if the load dis repan y between the sour e node and the destination node is greater than
the load of the newly arrived job plus the migration ost, therefore guaranteeing that ea h migration improves
the expe ted slowdown of the job. If an appropriate andidate remote node is not available or the migration is
evaluated to be useless, the load balan ing s hemes will not initiate the job migration.
4. Adaptive Load Balan ing S heme.
4.1. Weighted Average Load-balan ing S heme. In this se tion, we present WAL, a weighted average
load-balan ing s heme. Ea h job is des ribed by its requirements for CPU, memory, and I/O, whi h are measured
by the number of jobs running in the nodes, Mbytes, and number of disk a esses per ms, respe tively. For a
newly arrived job u at a node i, the WAL-FC s heme balan es the system load in the following ve steps.
1. First, the load of node i is updated by adding job u's load, assigning the newborn job to the lo al node.
2. Se ond, a migration is to be initiated if node i's load is overloaded. Node i is overloaded, if: (1) its load
is the highest; and (2) the ratio between its load and the average load a ross the system is greater than
a threshold, whi h is set to 1.25 in our experiments. This optimal value, whi h is onsistent with the
result reported in [25℄, is obtained from an experiment where the threshold is varied from 1.0 to 2.0.
3. Third, a andidate node j with the lowest load is hosen. In the ase where there are more than two
nodes with the lowest load, we randomly sele t one node to break the tie. If a andidate node is not
available, WAL-FC will be terminated and no migration will be arried out.
4. Fourth, WAL-FC determines if job u is eligible for migration. A job is eligible for migration if its
migration is able to potentially redu e the job's slowdown.
5. Finally, job u is migrated to the remote node j , and the load of nodes i and j is updated in a ordan e
with job u's load.
WAL-FC al ulates the weighted average load index in the rst step. The load index of ea h node i is
dened as the weighted average of CPU and I/O load, thus:
load

(i) = WCP U × loadCP U (i) + WIO × loadIO (i),

(4.1)

where loadCP U (i) is CPU load dened as the number of running jobs and loadIO (i) is the I/O load dened as the summation of the individual impli it and expli it I/O load ontributed by jobs assigned to
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node i. WCP U and WIO are resour e weights used to indi ate the signi an e of the orresponding resour e.
It is noted that the memory load is expressed by the impli it I/O load imposed by page faults. Let lpage (i, u)
and lIO (i, u) denote the impli it and expli it I/O load of job u assigned to node i, respe tively. loadIO (i) an
be dened by equation 4.2, where Mi is a set of jobs running on node i:
load IO

(i) =

X

lpage (i, u) +

X

lIO (i, u).

(4.2)

u∈Mi

u∈Mi

Let rMEM (u) denote the memory spa e requested by job u, and nMEM (i) represent the memory spa e in
bytes that is available to all jobs running on node i. It is to be noted that the memory spa e, nMEM (i), an
be ongured in a ordan e with the buer size that is adaptively tuned by the feedba k ontrol me hanism
proposed in Se tion 4.2. When the node's available memory spa e is larger than or equal to the memory demand,
there is no impli it I/O load imposed on the disk. Conversely, when the memory spa e of a node is unable to
meet the memory requirements of the jobs, the node en ounters a large number of page faults, leading to a high
impli it I/O load. Impli it I/O load depends on three fa tors, namely, the available user memory spa e, the
page fault rate, and the memory spa e requested by the jobs assigned to node i. More pre isely, lpage (i, u) an
be dened as follows, where µi denotes the page fault rate of the node, and loadMEM (i) is the memory load
denoted as the sum of the memory requirements of the jobs running on node i.
(
0 if loadMEM (i) ≤ nMEM (i),
P
(4.3)
lpage (i, u) =
µi × v∈M rM EM (v)
i
otherwise.
nM EM (i)
lIO (i, u) in Equation 4.2 is a fun tion of I/O a ess rate, denoted λu ), and I/O buer hit rate h(i, u) that
will be dis ussed in Se tion 4.1. Thus, lIO (i, u) is approximated by the following expression:
lIO (i, u) = λu × (1 − h(i, u)).

(4.4)

In what follows, we quantitatively determine whether a job is eligible for migration. When a job u is
assigned to node i, its expe ted response time r(i, u) an be omputed in Equation 4.5.
r(i, u) = tu × E(Li ) + tu × λu × E(sidisk +

Λidisk × E((sidisk )2 )
),
2(1 − ρidisk )

(4.5)

where tu and λu are the omputation time and I/O a ess rate of job u, respe tively. E(sidisk ) and E((sidisk )2 )
are the mean and mean-square I/O servi e time in node i, and ρidisk is the utilization of the disk in node i.
E(Li ) represents the mean CPU queue length Li , and Λidisk denotes the aggregate I/O a ess rate in node i.
Sin e the expe ted response time of an eligible migrant on the sour e node has to be greater than the sum of
its expe ted response time on the destination node and the migration ost, job u is eligible for migration if:
(4.6)

r(i, u) > r(j, u) + cu ,

where j represents a destination node, and cu is the migration ost (time) modeled as follows,
cu = e + du × (

1
bij
net

+

1
bidisk

+

1

),
bjdisk

(4.7)

where e is the xed ost of migrating the job and loading it into the memory on another node, bij
net denotes the
available bandwidth of the network link between node i and j , bidisk is the available disk bandwidth in node i.
j
In pra ti e, bij
net and bdisk an be measured by a performan e monitor [3℄. A ordingly, the simulator dis ussed
j
in Se tion 5 estimates bij
net and bdisk by storing the most re ent values of the disk and network bandwidth. du
represents the amount of data initially stored on disk to be pro essed by job u. Thus, the se ond term on the
right hand side of Equation 4.7 represents the migration time spent on transmitting data over the network and
on a essing sour e and destination disks.
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4.2. Problem Des ription and Examples. The feedba k ontrol me hanism that aims at minimizing
the mean slowdown fo uses on adjusting the resour e weights and the buer sizes. To help des ribe the problem
of xed resour e weights and I/O buer sizes, we rst present the following examples that motivate the proposed
solution to improve the system performan e.
Assume a luster with six identi al nodes [9, 17, 26, 27℄, to whi h the IO load-balan ing poli y is applied.
The average page-fault rate and I/O a ess rate are hosen to be 2.0 No./ms (Number/Millise ond) and 2.8
No./ms, respe tively. The total memory size for ea h node is 640 Mbyte, and other parameters of the luster
are given in Se tion 5.1. We modied the tra es used in [9, 27℄, adding a randomly generated I/O a ess rate to
ea h job. The tra es used in [9℄ have been olle ted from one workstation on six dierent time intervals. In the
tra es used in our experiments, the CPU and memory demands remain un hanged, and the memory demand
of ea h job is hosen based on a Pareto distribution with the mean size of 4 Mbytes [27℄.
To evaluate the impa t of resour e weights (see Equation 4.1) on the system performan e, we ondu ted a
simulation experiment where the resour e weights were stati ally set. Figure 4.1 plots the relationship between
the resour e weight of I/O and the mean slowdown experien ed by all the jobs in the tra e. The result indi ates
that the mean slowdown onsistently de reases as the I/O resour e weight in reases from 0 to 1 with in rements
of 0.2. We attributed this observation to the fa t that, under I/O-intensive workload onditions, the I/O
resour e weight with a high value is able to a urately ree t the signi an e of the disk I/O resour es in the
system.
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The memory of ea h node is divided into two portions, with one serving as I/O buer and the other being
used to store working sets of running jobs. Without loss of generality, we assume that the buer sizes of six
nodes are identi al. We ondu ted a se ond experiment, in whi h the buer sizes were stati ally ongured.
Figure 4.2 shows the buer size hosen in the experiment and the orresponding mean slowdowns obtained from
the simulator.
The urve in Figure 4.2 reveals that the buer size has a large ee t on the mean slowdowns of the IO-aware
poli y. When buer size is smaller than 210 MByte, the slowdown de reases with the in reasing value of the
buer size. In ontrast, the slowdown in reases as the buer size in reases if the buer size is greater than 210
MByte. Optimally, the mean slowdown of this given workload rea hes the minimum value when buer size is
210 MByte. A large buer size results in a high buer hit rate and redu es I/O pro essing time, thereby ausing
a positive ee t on the performan e. On the other hand, given a xed value of the total available main memory
size, a larger buer size implies a smaller the amount of memory used to store the working sets of running
jobs, whi h in turn leads to a larger number of page faults. In general, a large buer size may introdu e both
positive and negative ee t on the mean slowdown at the same time, and the overall performan e depends on
the resultant ee t.
Although the stati onguration of resour e weights and buer sizes is an approa h to tuning the performan e of lusters where workload onditions an be modeled and predi ted, this approa h performs poorly
and ine iently for highly dynami environments where workloads are unknown at ompile time. Therefore, a
feedba k ontrol algorithm is developed in this study to adaptively ongure resour e weights and buer sizes.
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4.3. A Feedba k Control Me hanism. The high level view of the ar hite ture for the feedba k ontrol
me hanism is presented in Figure 4.3, where the ar hite ture omprises a load-balan ing s heme, a resour essharing ontroller, and a feedba k ontroller. The resour e-sharing ontroller onsists of a CPU s heduler, a
memory allo ator and an I/O ontroller. The slowdown of a newly ompleted job and the history slowdowns
are fed ba k to the feedba k ontroller, whi h then determines the required ontrol a tion ∆WIO and ∆bufsize.
∆WIO > 0 means the IO-weight needs to be in reased, and otherwise the IO-weight should be de reased. Sin e
the sum of WCP U and WIO is 1, the ontrol a tion ∆WCP U an be obtained a ordingly. Similarly, ∆bufsize > 0
means the buer size needs to be in reased, and otherwise the buer size is to be de reased.
Slowdown history
Completed job u

slowdown(u)

CPU

Feedback
Controller
W IO, W CPU

MEM

I/O

bufsize

Resource
Sharing
controller

Loadbalancing

Running
jobs

Newly
arrived jobs

. Ar hite ture of the feedba k ontrol me hanism

Fig. 4.3

The rst goal of the feedba k ontroller is to manipulate the resour e weights in a way that makes it possible
to minimize the mean slowdown of jobs. The system model for an open loop balan er is approximately given
by the following equation,
slowdown

(z) = −wg(L)WIO (z) + wd(L),

(4.8)

where wg(L) and wd(L) are the gain fa tor and disturban e fa tor of the I/O resour e weight under workload L,
respe tively. The values of wg and wd largely depend on workload onditions and the applied load-balan ing
poli y. Thus, wg and wd an be obtained based on simulation models for open-loop load balan ers. The ontrol
rule for the resour e weight is formally modeled below,
∆WIO,u = Gw (1 −

Su ∆WIO,u−1
,
)
Su−1 |∆WIO,u−1 |

WIO,u = WIO,u−1 + ∆WIO ,

(4.9)

(4.10)

∆WIO,u−1
where ∆WIO,u is the ontrol a tion, Su denotes the average slowdown, |∆W
indi ates whether the previous
IO,u−1 |
ontrol a tion has in reased or de reased the resour e weight, and Gw denotes the ontroller gain for the I/O
resour e weight. In the experiments presented shortly in the next se tion, Gw is tuned to be 0.5 for better
performan e. Let WIO,u be the resour e weight upon the arrival of job at the system, the resour e weight will
be updated to WIO,u−1 + ∆WIO . Without loss of generality, we make use of a linear model to apture the
hara teristi s of varying workload onditions. The model is given by the following equation,
slowdown

(z) = −wg0 (L)WIO (z) + wd0 + ∆wd,

(4.11)

The feedba k ontroller attempts to manipulate the resour e weights in the following three steps. First,
when a job u is a omplished, the ontroller al ulates the slowdown su of this newly ompleted job, Se ond,
su is stored in the slowdown history table, and the average slowdown Su is omputed a ordingly. Note that
Su ree ts a spe i pattern of the re ent slowdowns in the dynami workload. The table size is a tunable
parameter, and the oldest slowdown will be repla ed by the latest one if the history table overows. In our
simulation model presented in Se tion 5.1, the history table size is xed to 50. Finally, the ontroller generates
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ontrol a tions ∆WIO,u and ∆WCP U,u , whi h are based on the previous ontrol a tion along with the omparison
between Su and Su−1 . More pre isely, the performan e is regarded to be improved by the previous ontrol a tion
if Su−1 > Su , therefore the ontroller ontinues in reasing WIO if it has been in reased by the previous ontrol
a tion, otherwise WIO is de reased. Similarly, Su−1 < Su means that the performan e has been worsened sin e
the latest ontrol a tion, suggesting that WIO has to be in reased if the previous ontrol a tion has redu ed
WIO , and vi e versa.
Besides onguring the weights, the se ond goal of the feedba k ontrol me hanism is to dynami ally set
the buer size of ea h node based on the unpredi table workload. The me hanism is aiming at improving buer
utilizations and redu ing the number of page faults by maintaining an ee tive usage of memory spa e for
running jobs and their data.
We an derive the slowdown based on a model that aptures the orrelation between the buer size and the
slowdown. For simpli ity, the model an be onstru ted as follows,
slowdown

(z) = −bg(L)bufsize(z) + bd(L),

(4.12)

where bg(L) and bd(L) are the buer size gain fa tor and disturban e fa tor under workload L, respe tively.
The ontrol rule for buer sizes is formulated as,
∆bufsizeu = Gb (Su−1 − Su )

∆bufsizeu−1
,
|∆bufsizeu−1 |

(4.13)

∆bufsize

where ∆bufsizeu is the ontrol a tion, |∆bufsizeu−1 | indi ates whether the previous ontrol a tion has in reased
u−1
or de reased the resour e weight, and Cb denotes the ontroller gain. Gw is tuned to be 0.5 in order to
deliver better performan e. Let bufsizeu−1 be the urrent buer size, the buer size is al ulated as bufsizeu =
bufsizeu−1 + ∆bufsizeu .
As an be seen from 4.3, the feedba k ontrol generates ontrol a tion ∆bufsize in addition to ∆WCP U and
∆WIO . The adaptive buer size makes noti eable impa ts on both the memory allo ator and I/O ontroller,
whi h in turn ae t the overall performan e (See Figure 4.2). The feedba k ontroller generates a ontrol a tion
∆bufsize based on the previous ontrol a tion along with the omparison between Su and Su−1 . Spe i ally,
Su−1 > Su , means the performan e is improved by the previous ontrol a tion, thereby in reasing the buer size
if it has been in reased by the previous ontrol a tion, otherwise the buer size is redu ed. Likewise, Su−1 < Su ,
indi ates that the latest buer ontrol a tion leads to a worse performan e, implying that the buer size has
to be in reased if the previous ontrol a tion has redu ed the buer size, otherwise the ontroller de reases the
buer size.
The extra time spent in performing feedba k ontrol is negligible and, therefore, the overhead introdu ed by
the feedba k ontrol me hanism is ignored in our simulation experiments. The reason is be ause the omplexity
of the me hanism is low, and it takes a onstant time to make a feedba k ontrol de ision.
5. Experiments and Results. To evaluate the performan e of the proposed load-balan ing s heme with
a feedba k ontrol me hanism, we have ondu ted a tra e-driven simulation, in whi h the performan e metri
used is slowdown that is dened earlier in se tion 3. We have evaluated the performan e of the following
load-balan ing poli ies:
1. CM: the CPU-memory-based load-balan ing poli y [27℄ without using buer feedba k ontroller. If the
memory is imbalan ed, CM assigns the newly arrived job to the node that has the least a umulated
memory load. When CPU load is imbalan e and memory load is well balan ed, CM attempts to balan e
CPU load.
2. IO: the IO-based poli y [11℄ without using the feedba k ontrol me hanism. The IO poli y uses a load
index that represents only the I/O load. For a job arriving in node i, the IO s heme greedily assigns
the job to the node that has the least a umulated I/O load.
3. WAL: the Weighted Average Load-balan ing s heme without the feedba k ontroller [21℄.
4. WAL-FC: the Weighted Average Load-balan ing s heme with the feedba k ontrol me hanism.
5. NLB: The non-load-balan ing poli y without using the feedba k ontroller.
5.1. Simulation Model.

the workload are presented.

Before presenting the empiri al results, the tra e-driven simulation model and
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To study dynami load balan ing, Har hol-Balter and Downey [9℄ implemented a tra e-driven simulator
for a distributed system with 6 nodes in whi h round-robin s heduling is employed. The load balan ing poli y
studied in that simulator is CPU-based. Zhang et. al [27℄ extended the simulator, in orporating memory
re ourses into the simulation system. Based on the simulator presented in [27℄, our simulator in orporates
the following new features: (1) The above poli es are implemented in the simulator. (2) The inter onne t is
assumed to be a fully onne ted network. (3) A simple disk model is added into the simulator. (4) An I/O buer
model, whi h will be presented shortly in this se tion, is implemented on top of the disk model. The tra es used
in the simulation are modied from [9℄[27℄, and it is assumed that the I/O a ess rate is randomly hosen in
a ordan e with a uniform distribution. We assume that the I/O a ess rate of ea h job is independent of the
job's memory spa e requirement and CPU servi e time. Although this simpli ation deates any orrelations
between I/O requirement and other job hara teristi s, we an examine the impa t of I/O requirement on
system performan e by onguring the mean I/O a ess rate as a workload parameter.
The simulated system is ongured with parameters listed in Table 5.1. The parameters for CPU, memory,
disks, and network are hosen in su h a way that they resemble a typi al luster of the urrent day.
Table 5.1

Data Chara teristi s

Parameters
CPU Speed
RAM Size
Initial Buer Size
Context swit h time

Value

Parameters

Value

800 MIPS
640 MByte
160 MByte
0.1 ms

Page Fault Servi e Time
Seek and Rotation time
Disk Transfer Rate
Network Bandwidth

8.1 ms
8.0 ms
40MB/Se .
1Gbps

Disk a esses of ea h job are modeled as a Poisson pro ess. Data sizes dRW
of the I/O requests in job u
u
are randomly generated based on a Gamma distribution with the mean size of 250 KByte and the standard
deviation of 50 Kbyte. The sizes hosen in this way ree t typi al data hara teristi s for MPEG-1 data [2℄,
whi h is retrieved by many multimedia appli ations.
Sin e buer an be used to redu e the disk I/O a ess frequen y (See Equation 4.4), we approximately
model the buer hit probability of I/O a ess for job u running on node i by the following formula:
(
ru
if dbuf (i, u) ≥ ddata (u),
ru +1
h(i, u) =
(5.1)
d
(i,u)
ru
buf
otherwise,
ru +1 × ddata (u)
where ru is the data re-a ess rate, dbuf (i, u) is the buer size allo ated to job u, and ddata (u) is the amount
of data job u retrieves from or stored to the disk, given a buer with innite size. I/O buer in a node is a
resour e shared by multiple jobs in the node, and the buer size a job an obtain in node i at run time heavily
depends on the jobs' a ess patterns, hara terized by I/O a ess rate and average data size of I/O a esses.
ddata (u) linearly depends on a ess rate, omputation time and average data size of I/O a esses dRW
u , and
ddata (u) is inversely proportional to I/O re-a ess rate. dbuf (i, u) and ddata (u) are estimated using the following
two equations:
λu dRW dbuf (i)
,
dbuf (i, u) = P u
RW
k∈Mi λk du
ddata (u) =

λu tu dRW
u
.
ru + 1

From Equations 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, hit rate h(i, u) be omes:
(
ru
if dbuf (i, u) ≥ ddata (u),
ru +1
h(i, u) =
ru dbuf (i)
P
otherwise.
tu
λj dRW
j∈Mi

(5.2)

(5.3)

(5.4)

j

Figure 5.1 shows the ee ts of buer size on the buer hit probabilities of the NLB, CM and IO poli ies.
When buer size is smaller than 150 Mbyte, the buer hit probability in reases almost linearly with the buer
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size. The in reasing rate of the buer hit probability drops when the buer size is greater than 150 Mbyte,
suggesting that further in reasing the buer size an not signi antly improve the buer hit probability when
the buer size approa hes to a level at whi h a large portion of the I/O data an be a ommodated in the
buer.
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Fig. 5.1.
Buer Hit Probability as a fun tion of the
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Fig. 5.2. Mean slowdowns as a fun tion of the page-fault
rate, I/O a ess rate of 0.1 No./ms.

5.2. Memory Intensive Workload. To simulate a memory intensive workload, the I/O a ess rate
is xed to a omparatively low level of 0.1 No./ms. The page-fault rate is set from 7.2 No./ms to 8.8
No./ms with in rements of 0.2 No./ms. The performan e of CM is omitted, sin e it is very lose to that
of WAL.
Figure 5.2 reveals that the mean slowdowns of all the poli ies in rease with the page-fault rate. This is
be ause as I/O demands are xed, high page-fault rate leads to a high utilization of disks, ausing longer waiting
time on I/O pro essing.
When the page-fault rate is high, WAL outperforms IO and NLB, and the WAL-FC has better performan e than both WAL and IO. For example, the WAL poli y redu es slowdowns over the IO poli y by up
to 37.2% (with an average of 31.5%), and the WAL-FC poli y improves the performan e in terms of mean
slowdown over IO by up to a fa tor of 4 (400%). The reason is that the IO poli y only attempts to balan e expli it I/O load, ignoring the impli it I/O load that resulted from page faults. When the expli it I/O
load is low, balan ing expli it I/O load does not make a signi ant ontribution to balan ing the overall system load. In addition, NLB is onsistently the worst among the six poli ies, sin e NLB leaves three shared
resour es extremely imbalan ed and does not improve the buer utilization by the adaptive onguration of
buer sizes.
More interestingly, the poli ies that use the feedba k ontrol me hanism algorithm onsiderably improve
the performan e over those without employing the feedba k ontroller. For example, WAL-FC improves the
system performan e over WAL by up to 274% (with an average of 220%). Consequently, the slowdowns of NLB,
WAL, and IO are more sensitive to the page-fault rate than WAL-FC.
5.3. I/O-Intensive Workload. To stress the I/O-intensive workload in this experiment, the I/O a ess
rate is xed at a high value of 2.8 No./ms, and the page-fault rate is hosen from 1.6 No./ms to 2.1 No./ms
with in rements of 0.1No./ms. The low page-fault rates imply that, even when the requested memory spa e is
larger than the allo ated memory spa e, page faults do not o ur frequently. This workload ree ts a s enario
where memory-intensive jobs exhibit high temporal and spatial lo ality of a ess. Figure 5.3 plots slowdown as
a fun tion of the page-fault rate. The results of IO are omitted from Figure 5.3, sin e they are nearly identi al
to those of WAL.
First, the results show that the WAL s heme signi antly outperforms the NLB and CM poli ies, suggesting
that NLB and CM are not suitable for I/O intensive workload. For example, as shown in Figure 5.3, WAL
improves the performan e of CM in terms of the mean slowdown by up to a fa tor of 9 (with an average of
476%). This is be ause the CM poli ies only balan e CPU and memory load, ignoring the imbalan ed I/O load
of lusters under the I/O intensive workload.
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Se ond, Figure 5.3 shows that WAL-FC signi antly outperforms WAL. For example, WAL-FC delivers a
performan e improvement over WAL by up to 282% (with an average of 125%). Again, this is be ause the WALFC s heme applies the feedba k ontroller to meet the high I/O demands by hanging the weights and the I/O
buer sizes to a hieve a high buer hit probability. This result suggests that improving the I/O buer utilization
by using the feedba k ontrol me hanism an potentially alleviate the performan e degradation resulted from
the imbalan ed I/O load.
Third, the results further show the slowdowns of NLB and CM are very sensitive to the page-fault rate.
In other words, the mean slowdowns of NLB and CM all in rease noti eably with the in reasing value of
I/O load. One reason is, as I/O load are xed, a high page-fault rate leads to high disk utilization, ausing longer waiting time on I/O pro essing. A se ond reason is, when the I/O load is imbalan ed, the expli it I/O load imposed on some node will be very high, leading to a longer paging fault pro essing time.
Conversely, the page-fault rate makes insigni ant impa t on the performan e of WAL, and WAL-FC. Sin e
the high I/O load imposed on the disks is diminished either by balan ing the I/O load or by improving
the buer utilization. This observation suggests that the feedba k ontrol me hanism is apable of boosting
the performan e of lusters under I/O-intensive workload even in the absen e of any dynami load-balan ing
s hemes.
5.4. Memory and I/O intensive Workload. The two previous se tions presented the best ases for
the proposed s heme sin e the workload was either highly memory-intensive or I/O-intensive but not both. In
these extreme s enarios, the feedba k ontrol me hanism provides more benets to lusters than load-balan ing
poli ies do. This se tion attempts to show another interesting ase in whi h the luster has a workload with
both high memory and I/O intensive jobs. The I/O a ess rate is set to 1.5 No./ms. The page fault rate is
from 7.2 No./ms to 8.4 No./ms with in rements of 0.2 No./ms.
Figure 5.4 shows that the performan es of CM, IO, and WAL are lose to one another. This is be ause
the tra e, used in this experiment, omprises a good mixture of memory-intensive and I/O-intensive jobs.
Hen e, while CM takes advantage of balan ing CPU-memory load, IO an enjoy benets of balan ing I/O
load. Interestingly, under this spe i memory and I/O intensive workload, the resultant ee t of balan ing
CPU-memory load is almost identi al to that of balan ing I/O load.
A se ond observation is that, under the memory and I/O intensive workload, load-balan ing s hemes a hieve
higher level of improvements over NLB. The reason is that when both memory and I/O demands are high, the
buer sizes in a luster are unlikely to be hanged, as there is a memory ontention among memory-intensive
and I/O-intensive jobs. Thus, instead of u tuating widely to optimize the performan e, the buer sizes nally
onverge to a value that minimizes the mean slowdown.
Third, in orporating the feedba k ontrol me hanism in the existing load-balan ing s hemes is able to
further boost the performan e. For example, ompared with WAL, WAL-FC further de reases the slowdown
by up to 54.5% (with an average of 30.3%). This result suggests that, to sustain a high performan e in
lusters, ompounding a feedba k ontroller with an appropriate load-balan ing poli y is desirable and strongly
re ommend.
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5.5. Average Data Size. In the previous experiments, the data sizes are hosen based on typi al multimedia appli ations. It is noted that I/O load depends on I/O a ess rate and the average data size of I/O
requests, whi h in turn rely on the I/O a ess patterns of appli ations. The purpose of this experiment is to
study the performan e improvements a hieved by the feedba k ontrol me hanism for other types of appli ations if they exhibit dierent hara teristi s. Spe i ally, Figure 5.5 shows the impa t of average data size on
the performan e of the feedba k ontrol me hanism. The page fault rate and the I/O a ess rate are set to
0.5 No./ms and 2.6 No./ms., respe tively. The average data size is hosen from 100 KByte to 400 KByte with
in rements of 50 KByte.
Figure 5.5 indi ates that, for three examined load-balan ing poli ies, the mean slowdown in reases as the
average data size in reases. This is be ause, under ir umstan e that both page fault rate and I/O a ess
rate are xed, a large average data size yields a high utilization of disks, ausing longer waiting times on I/O
pro essing. More importantly, Figure 5.5 shows that the performan e improvement gained by the feedba k
ontrol me hanism be omes more noti eable when the average data size is large. This result suggests that the
proposed approa h is not only bene ial for multimedia appli ations, but also turns out to be useful for a variety
of appli ations that are data intensive in nature.
6. Con lusions. In this paper, we have proposed a feedba k ontrol me hanism to dynami ally adjust
the weights of re ourses and the buer sizes in a luster with a general and pra ti al workload that in ludes
memory and I/O intensive workload onditions. The primary obje tive of the proposed approa h is to minimize
the number of page faults for memory-intensive jobs while improving the buer utilization of I/O-intensive
jobs. The feedba k ontroller judi iously ongures the weights to a hieve an optimal performan e. Meanwhile,
under a workload where the memory demand is high, the buer sizes are de reased to allo ate more memory
for memory-intensive jobs, thereby leading to a low page-fault rate.
To evaluate the performan e of the me hanism, we ompared the proposed WAL-FC s heme with WAL,
CM, and IO. For omparison purposes, the NLB poli y that does not onsider load balan ing is also simulated. A tra e-driven simulation provides extensive empiri al results demonstrating that WAL-FC is ee tive
in enhan ing performan e of existing dynami load-balan ing poli ies under memory-intensive or I/O-intensive
workload. In parti ular, when the workload is memory-intensive, WAL-FC redu es the mean slowdown over
the CM and IO poli ies by up to a fa tor of 9. Further, we have made the following observations:
1. When the page-fault rate is higher and the I/O rate is very low, WAL and CM outperform IO and
NLB, and WAL-FC has better performan e than WAL;
2. When I/O demands are high, WAL and IO are signi antly superior to CM and NLB. And WAL-FC
has noti eably better performan e than that of IO;
3. Under an I/O intensive workload, the mean slowdowns of NLB and CM all in rease noti eably with
I/O load. Conversely, the page-fault rate makes insigni ant impa t on the performan e of IO, WAL,
and WAL-FC.
4. Under the workload with a good mixture of memory and I/O intensive jobs, WAL-FC a hieves high
level of improvements over NLB.
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5. The performan e improvement gained by the feedba k ontrol me hanism be omes pronoun ed when
the average data size is relatively large. Future studies in this area may be performed in several
dire tions. First, the feedba k ontrol me hanism will be implemented in a luster system. Se ond, we
will study the stability of the proposed feedba k ontroller. Finally, it will be interesting to study how
qui kly the feedba k ontroller onverges to the optimal value in lusters.
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